Describe your afterschool program and how it meets the needs of your school's
community.
ACE Afterschool at Widen Elementary School offers a diverse set of
enrichment and academic activities that engage students in everything from
coding to cycling to music instruction. Brainstormers and Crazy 8s classes
bring hands-on academic intervention to targeted students by engaging them
in fun and innovative literacy and math learning.
A combination of school-day staff and highly-trained instructors from
community-based organizations lead afterschool classes, and use Social
Emotional Learning strategies to support students in behavior management.
This streamlines the connection between school-day and afterschool culture
and gives students an opportunity to connect meaningfully with adult
advocates.
ACE has also partnered with Widen leadership to support existing Widen
initiatives, like an ongoing writing program with Badgerdog and the Math
Pentathlon.
What is one programmatic achievement or initiative that makes you the most
proud?
Definitely Camp Wildcat. With the help of Principal Kim Royal, whose support
and collaborative spirit cannot be overstated, ACE has received additional
funding from the KDK Harman Foundation to put on an integrated academic
enrichment program that incorporates elements of traditional sleep-away
summer camps and targets students who are struggling in STEM topics.
School-day teachers lead academic STEM learning in the mornings, and
community partners offer STEM enrichment activities in the afternoons so that
every student learns about STEM topics from diverse angles in a small group
setting. Camp Wildcat is aligned with best practices articulated by the National
Summer Learning Association and after three years of summer success,
students, families, and Widen staff are more excited than ever to keep
students engaged during the summer. A pre- and post-test administered during
the program reveals that most students participating in the program show
academic gains in three weeks.

What has changed most since ACE programs began at this site?
When ACE Austin chose to include Widen in our Cycle 7 grant proposal, it was
because the need in Dove Springs was so urgent. Families in need were
extremely isolated from services that would help students thrive academically
and in life. ACE Austin’s Cycle 7 grant brought a vital infusion of services to the
Dove Springs community by funding comprehensive afterschool and summer
programs in four neighborhood schools and supporting The Austin Project’s
Family Resource Center at Mendez Middle School.
Dove Springs students and their families have access to services and are
enthusiastically engaged in innovative programs. Across the board this
community has embraced ACE Austin and actively used the resources to build
a community of learning. Dove Springs is now considered by many to be a
resource-rich community.
What will the Out of School Time landscape look like for Widen Elementary
when Cycle 7 ends?
Sadly, much of the funding, activities and resources that make Dove Springs
resource-rich are part of ACE Austin’s Cycle 7 grant, which means the bulk of
these resources are coming to an end this summer. While Austin ISD and
others in the community will work to keep resources in Dove Springs, the
future is uncertain.
There are many obvious ways that this funding loss will affect the Widen
community. Have there been unanticipated impacts with the end of Cycle 7
funding facing your school?
Cycle 7 funding allows ACE Austin to offer comprehensive services, and that
includes acting as the infrastructure for smaller programs that want to support
a campus. When a campus loses 21st CCLC funding, it may mean losing the
full time Site Coordinator position and ease of navigation in the Austin ISD
system for smaller community-based partners that would like to serve a
campus community but don’t necessarily have the capacity to handle all of the
steps and processes required to engage a school, reach parents, recruit
students, etc. ACE Austin has been a fantastic point of entry for organizations
wanting to bring new and exciting opportunities to Austin ISD students.
What do you think the future landscape looks like for Out of School Time
providers in the Austin area?
The future of Out of School Time in Austin is a bright one. Providers and
partners like CTAN have done a great job getting the word out about how
much OST programs play a vital and integral role in helping young people
thrive and succeed, and high-level leaders in our community have taken notice
and engaged enthusiastically in advocating for OST for all Austin children and
youth. Our hope is that the significant momentum around sustaining OST
programs will lead to engaging educational opportunities for every Austin
student, every summer, and every day at 3:00 pm. In some ways that’s already
starting to manifest and it’s very exciting.

If your program received additional funding to continue, how might your
organization enhance or improve program offerings for future students and
their families?
ACE Austin would use continued funding to evolve our programs and ensure
that they are always meeting the needs of students and their families. Adding
activities to funded sites so that every student could participate in afterschool
and summer and working to engage students for more days out of the year are
among ACE’s goals as we work toward a more significant academic impact for
every student we serve.

